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1. THINKING THE INSTINCT
Only a few thinkers have attempted to understand the insect throughout the
modern tradition. Insects appear to inhabit a separate dimension, a latent nature
that we find easy to push into the background. Human beings have needed
to comprehend insects only as much as is required in order to govern them; a
necessity that is due to insects’ enormous number, their diffusion, and their
capillary ecological integration. The aims of biopolitical exploitation, however,
have dictated a substantial disregard for what properly pertains to this animal
realm. In popular imagery, insects are usually depicted as nature’s wind-up toys:
nothing seems to suggest their being anything more than little moving machines.
Unlike higher animals, insects offer no evidence of what we consider to be a

mind; it is also very difficult to observe them continuously within their own life
conditions.
Whoever aims at addressing the insect world philosophically must develop
ecological and immanent strategies of comprehension. A “philosophical
entomology,” then, would have to extract its categories slowly from its opaque
object through careful operations of alignment. Of the rare philosophers who have
blazed this trail, Henri Bergson is maybe the most famous. In the well-known pages
of Creative Evolution’s second chapter, Bergson takes the hunting wasp (or Sphex)
as an example of life’s tendency to create unforeseeable yet infallible solutions.
The Sphex “seems to know” exactly where to sting its prey, the caterpillar, in order
to paralyze it without killing it, so as to feed it to its larvae. Bergson’s example
is formulated on the basis of descriptions made by Jean-Henri Fabre, one of the
fathers of modern entomology (and a passionate vitalist himself). Fabre dedicates
many pages of his monumental Souvenirs entomologiques (completed in 1907) to
this fascinating capacity possessed by certain wasps for maintaining their prey
between life and death. The act is undertaken for fully practical reasons; the
wasps thereby provide their children with fresh meat without endangering them.
Their incredibly refined method is like a “transcendental chemistry”1 that rivals
the most advanced human science.
The main difference, says Fabre, is that whereas men acquire, pass down and
enhance their knowledge, insects simply possess theirs. They never learn it.
Taking the perspective of insects, then, requires us to plunge into the domain
of instinct. Instinct is not learned and transmitted like a habit: it is inscribed in
the species, belonging to every individual and constituting their existence. Where
instincts are predominant, the individual being is fully immersed in an activity
so as to coincide with it. An insect therefore “knows” what it has not learned: it
is omniscient within the limits of the system to which its activity belongs. “The
instinct,” Fabre writes, “knows everything, in the undeviating paths marked out
of it; it knows nothing, outside those paths.”2
Bergson reformulates Fabre’s ideas, underscoring the point that in the event of
the hunt, the wasp and its prey are “considered no longer as two organisms, but as
two activities.”3 As the prey does not represent an object to the hunter, but instead
the direction of a vital activity, their encounter takes place in the absence of any
transitive operation (whether perceptive, inferential, or mechanic). The wasp and
the caterpillar are put into each other’s presence within a continuous space of
transformations, as they find themselves in the same ontological space. Their
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reciprocal influence occurs by virtue of this original cohesion, which explains
their incredible coordination. As an instinct unfolds, perception is subordinated to
the participation in ontological fluxes that Bergson compares to musical themes4 .
Instinct, then, allows for a vision from within along the lines of an environmental
texture: in Bergson’s terms, it is based on a relation of “sympathy.” Bergson further
seems to suggest that this feature characterizes the living in general, not animals
alone: “All goes on as if the cell knew, of other cells, what concerns itself; as if the
animal knew, of other animals, what it can utilize.”5
The undoubtable strength of Bergson’s view is his affirmation of the specificity
of instinctual behavior. Like Fabre, Bergson holds that instinct differs by
nature from intelligence (a difference of degree would only pave the way to
anthropomorphism). Here is an initial ecological principle: animal consciousness
cannot be reduced to intellectual criteria, although this does not mean that it
is unrelatable. Another characterizing aspect of Bergson’s hypothesis is that it
rules out Neo-Darwinian mechanisms, according to which life’s solutions can
all be traced back to complicated, mechanistically determined (and therefore
theoretically pre-determinable) events and interactions6. An apparent weakness
of Bergson’s view, instead, is its failure to explain how instincts arise and evolve.
All we know is that instinctual behavior never invents truly new solutions at
the level of individuals, but requires an evolutionary modification at the level of
the species7. The individual has only the power to exemplify the instinct, which
remains always identical8. And yet, instinct share the same creative course as life
itself9.
Bergson’s main contention from the outset is that life is in itself a differentiating
and genetic potency. We can therefore exclude that Bergson is arguing for an oldfashioned fixism, as he also explicitly avoids any form of creationism. Life creates
forms to solve the problems of matter; it also radically overflows its material
conditions. Instinct, as one of the main solutions of life, must itself be a creative
movement. Now, taking Bergson’s perspective, we can say that the more life ramifies,
the more it loses its genetic power10. Primary differentiations like that of instinct
and intelligence occur by sheer genetic impetus; but further ramifications, like the
evolution of specific instincts, are in a much closer relation of interdependence
with life’s material conditions. Without dismissing Bergson’s fundamental thesis,
we can therefore admit that instinct varies according to environmental variations
and genetic expression. Instinct is a product of life’s creativity, but instincts and
their realizations must be in some sort of relationship with their material and
historical conditions. Bergson privileges a divergent model of variation, based on
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the paradigm of evolution; at the extremities of life’s divergent processes, however,
another model stands out: that of ontogenetic convergence.
Instinct is mostly adaptive: changes occur in deep time, far below the temporal
dimensions of human experience. Contingency, in this sense, plays a geological
role in the evolution of instincts. Experimental studies based on the so-called
“plasticity first” model11 confirm, for instance, that insect instinct can be learned
on a transgenerational level through epigenetic transmission12. Seen this way,
instinctual patterns consist of behavioral biases refined through experience
and reinforced by the environment; these biases then evolve in a specific trait.
Bergson explicitly excludes the Lamarckian inheritance of acquired traits, arguing
against its anthropomorphic naivete. But left aside the confusion between human
intelligence and instinct, we can still argue for a sort of “soft Lamarckism” that is
not strictly at odds with Bergson’s main contentions and allows for us to conceive
the role of plastic creativity in Bergsonian terms. The idea that epigenetic variation
can be transmitted across generations through epigenetic inheritance is actually
well established in current biology 13, and enables us to think plasticity as a subtler
creativity of life. With Bergson, we concede that life can never consist in a mere
re-arrangement of pre-existing elements, and that it always entails a creative
predominance over its own conditions. But this predominance becomes more and
more a balanced interaction when life builds organisms and single behaviors. Life
progressively takes on a different rhythm as its impetus is divided.
Affirming that life’s creative power is also plastic despite Bergson’s aversion to
Lamarckism helps to deepen a key concept in the Bergsonian theory of instinct,
the concept of sympathy. “Instinct is sympathy,” Bergson writes, just as much as
life itself is14 . We have said that the sympathetic nature of instinct corresponds
to its capacity to establish a cohesive texture of activities: thanks to instinct, the
wasp and the prey are put in the same space of transformations. We will define
this ontological environment as territory15. A territory can be described as a finite,
cohesive, continuous, anisotropic, non-homogeneous space, at the crossroads
of the biological concepts of niche, environment and habitat. Differently from a
surrounding space or a simple ecosystem, it is a set of material and immaterial
trails and activities, a heterogeneous plane of patterns that creatively re-organizes
biological functions on an ecological level. It is in many respects comparable to
an undetermined set of phase spaces, as it represents the network of actual and
virtual trajectories of sympatric living elements.16 These elements adhere to their
territory, as they ontologically coincide with an evolving set of trajectories and
attractors17. Like a biological niche, a territory is constructed by modification of
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evolutionary constraints through dynamics of entanglement and endo-symbiotic
association18.
A territory is fundamentally linked to the biological transmission of variations,
as the very systematization that allows communicative propagation. A territory
is all that involves the constant retranslation of genetically coded traits through
their concrete expression and their further bottom-up elaboration. According
to an epigenetic approach, “both the organism and the environment are in a
continuous state of flux... In other words, changes in the environment produce
changes in behavior, which, in turn, modify the environment. This transaction
is development.”19 A territorial environment is therefore like “a whole open on
itself:”20 a topologically and semantically oriented transitional space, that involves
by essence non-predictable changes. Sympathetic behaviors, then, are navigational
as they are based on haptic orientation in a web of processes; they are also plastic,
as they are continuous to a transitional habitat.
We suggest introducing the notion of territory as a figure of the ontogenetic
convergence that characterizes instinct and that Bergson does not sufficiently
address. In this way, it is possible to prolong Bergson’s view by linking sympathy,
and consequently instinct, to ecological creativity: whereas intelligence separates
a subject from the environment by means of abstraction and allows a mechanic
kind of plasticity, instinct let an individual process stem from a territory, resulting
in a morphogenetic plasticity. We can thereby define instinct as creative adherence
to the conditions of life.
II. AUTOMATIC LIFE
If instincts are far too complex to be reduced to sets of blind mechanic reflexes
produced by random mutations and selective mechanisms (as the Neo-Darwinian
explanation posits), they also cannot be reduced, in Bergson’s view, to the mere
effect of internalized actions. This critique of Lamarckism is shared by a refined
biophilosopher and commentator of Bergson, Raymond Ruyer. In his article on
Bergson et la Sphex ammophile (1959), Ruyer initially argues that Bergson overcomes
the Neo-Darwinian perspective by attributing to instinct the characteristics
of a non-cognitive and “cosmic” consciousness.21 Like developmental and
morphogenetic organization, instinctual behavior is a way of acting, not a
mechanic functioning: this means that instincts are unified and oriented fields,
which are not explicable as simple combinations of external stimuli and internal
drives.
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Ruyer resorts to Bergson’s insight into the ontological priority of nonlocal and nonlinear semantic formations, the “themes”: a pheromone trail, for instance, triggers
an immaterial theme which comes to consist in that trail and in the actions it
entails. The effect of the chemical medium is not mechanic: signal molecules do
not bump about randomly until they find a receptor that fits (as on the “lock and
key” model), otherwise life would not function. They do not operate according
to shape, but rather to the power of establishing fields of resonating relations—a
power that Ruyer defines as an “instinctive ‘gnosis’.”22 Ruyer doubts that instinct
excludes perception, as Bergson believes. However, what Bergson fundamentally
means—and Ruyer confirms—is that the stimuli do not function as mere mechanic
triggers (like springs) but as expressive, semantic triggers (like memories, or
better reminiscences). Experience data are in contact with an immaterial genetic
dimension. This does not mean, however, that a semi-deliberate interaction with
the environment is so meaningful as to directly retroact on the species, as claimed
by the Neo-Lamarckians. Behaviors learned through intelligent experiments
makes it possible to approach the nature of instinct, but they do not explain it.
Habits do not cause instincts. Such a causal nexus would be too naïve, empirical,
and anthropomorphic (as it mimics the modes of cultural inheritance)23.
Neo-Lamarckism, says Ruyer, needs to be transposed on a metaphysical level by
exploring the contact of actuality with a non-actual, speculative dimension24 .
Here Ruyer takes up a Bergsonian lesson: life is creative power that consists of its
own expressions. The non-actual or virtual dimension (“potentiality” as Ruyer
calls it) is what compels to expressive manifestation. In every one of its moments,
life continues to make itself inventively: acts of activation, elicitation, and
expression of a genetic potential are always coessential to it25. Virtuality realizes
itself in actuality, and actuality declinates virtuality. In a certain measure, thus, the
historical exerts an influence on the Being, where the Being “is not the undefinable
principle of ontology: it is an essence mnemified by individual acts”26. However,
Ruyer explicitly argues against a symmetrical and reciprocal interaction between
virtuality and actuality27. As clarified by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, Ruyer’s
themes are “explainable neither as the encoding of a recorded phonograph disk
nor by the movements of performance that effectuates them and adapt them to
circumstances.” A genetic situation “has a consistency that cannot be explained
as a mixture of the innate and the acquired.”28 The metaphysical transposition of
Lamarckism does not endow ecological inheritance with a real ontological role.
Although Ruyer remains anchored to the model of embryogenesis, both him and
Bergson formulate an expressionist solution to the question of morphogenetic
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creativity. In a brief passage of Creative Evolution (later developed by Ruyer),
Bergson speaks of singular instincts as exemplifications and declinations of
the identical instinct, comparing them to lines starting from the perimeter of a
circumference and facing the same center. “In other words, instinct is everywhere
complete, but it is more or less simplified, and, above all, simplified differently.”29
Both expression and plasticity are descriptions of the convergent nature of
instinct; but the expressionist solution privileges a top-down scheme of creativity,
excluding the possibility of bottom-up influences30. In this frame, actuality is
expression of virtuality; there is no such thing as a creative experience of virtuality
within nature.
Gilles Deleuze’s and Félix Guattari’s interpretation of Bergson, instead, comes
much closer to this idea by underscoring the role of symbiogenesis and horizontal
gene transfer. There is something “unnatural” in the contingent multitude of
uncodified alliances that forms a territory, Deleuze writes31, something that refers
to an ethos or a politics of nature, which is the bending of constraints under the
influence of contingency. In this sense, the Bergsonian and Ruyerian themes tend to
ontological hybridization and plastic reorganization. Life is always compositional;
insects in particular are among the greatest symbionts in nature. This model
is extended to all territorial communications: the affective coincidence of the
hunting Sphex with the caterpillar—or of the pollinating wasp with the orchid32—
are examples of creative communications between heterogeneous expressive
materials33. An affective ecology is only made possible by the immediate presence
of a virtual exteriority, which is the non-homogeneous and “fibrous”34 texture of
a territory. The concept of territory epitomizes this co-evolutive and symbiotic
bind of participation.
This interpretation allows for us to comment on another aspect of Bergson’s
theory, the idea of natural technique. If the living invents ways of living, a territory
can then be regarded as a set of existential and experiential techniques in which
means and ends are immanent to the activity. A living relation (an “assemblage,”
in Deleuzian terms) is an expressive machinery that precedes and informs its
actors, a non-objectified way of composing with the world that involves bodies as
pure affective nodes. Such relational activity is not reflexive in a cognitive sense—
as it occurs in absence of any human consciousness—but in an ontological one,
as it is self-organizing and spontaneously constructive. Strongly influenced by
Guattari, Deleuze claims that themes are more “machinic” than organic, because
the whole organicist perspective is vitiated by codification, hierarchization and
mechanization of life.
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That formulated by Deleuze and Guattari is not the only insight into the
semantic field of the machinic. Gilbert Simondon—who, unlike Ruyer, glimpses
the speculative importance of cybernetics —understands that a machine is
an axiological whole, a virtual set of operations and informative activities.
Like Bergson’s hunting Sphex faced with its prey, a technical object and its
relational activity are one. This dynamic determination is carrier of a “margin
of indeterminacy”35 that represents its plasticity. Whereas a mechanism is made
of contiguous parts connected by physical causes, and is itself a part dependent
on exterior determinations, a machine is organic and integrated. A mechanism is
discontinuous in structure and continuous in behavior; a machine is continuous
in structure and discontinuous in behavior. In this sense, life in its course can
be said to be machinic and not mechanic, as it functions by sympathetic and
contingent assemblages (its co-evolving populations). If sympathy is machinic36,
instinct must be as well.
Recent interpretations have further explored this aspect through the idea of
“automaton.”37 The automaton is the improvised device that life employs to
function. From an ontological viewpoint, it is the territorial fold that make,
for instance, two sympatric individuals of different species communicate. The
automaton is also an immanent cause of creation. A hunt is not the simple behavior
of an individual organism, but a non-individual causa sui, or a “perfect individuality
lacking nothing”38 and preceding its actors. When guided by instinct, an insect is
absorbed in a constitutive process of self-enjoyment, a genetic law that realizes
its existence39. Considering all this, we can finally turn back to the question of
the plasticity of a highly integrated character such as instinctual behavior. The
environmental relation represents the reality to which the individual (carrier of
the species’ coded memory) adheres. We can even say that the transindividual
code that defines a species is always connected to a particular environment
and engraved in a particular zone of expression. In this sense, a territory is the
automaton of all automatons, the super-machine.
III. NON-HUMAN ETHOS
Bergson links insects to instinct, and instinct to environmental sympathy. I have
claimed that Bergsonian sympathy is not bound to fixity and utter determination,
but rather to ecological cohesion and vital plasticity. To deepen Bergson’s thesis is
to conceive of the relation between the acting organism and the milieu as having a
transcendental role and to understand the priority of territoriality. It is no longer
a question of mediation between a subjective pole and an objective world: as the
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idea of creative interaction comes to the fore, the idea of mediation diminishes in
importance. It follows that Bergson’s “biological machinism” does not hint at a
“general organology,”40 but rather at a general automatology. Technicity is no longer
understood as the sphere of the material or symbolical complex of mediation
between organism and milieu, but as the domain of impersonal ontological devices
that orientate and constitute individuals. Technicity is the plane of natural ethos,
the plane of morphogenetic creativity and non-human semiosis.
Here, the line that Bergson draws proceeds past Bergson himself. In the pages of
Creative Evolution, instinct is described as an embodied technique: for Bergson,
insects offer an example of elaboration of the environment through bodily means,
in the absence of externalized instruments. This theory is apparently at odds with
the fusional cohesion dictated by the notion of sympathy. Understood as carrier
of a technique (however non-instrumental and non-symbolical), the insect is
brought to do that which is essential to humans: it elaborates a separation from
the environment. The only difference is that insects do not dispose of externalized
organs. But if the activity remains immanent to the body, no action on a separated
environment takes place at all: there is only the activity that brings together
body and environment. There is no separation between being and activity here;
therefore, there is no technique, only behavior, only ethos. By saying that insects
display a non-externalized technique, Bergson appears to bring insect behavior
back to human behavior, but in a defective sense, following a rhetoric that traces
back to 18th century debates on animality41. In his view, technicity reunites instinct
and intelligence as solutions to the same problem: they are just two different ways
of using instruments to act on crude matter. 42
I argue that following all the consequences of the concept of sympathy entails a
different view of non-human technicity. By reducing the distance between being
and activity through the concept of embodiment, Bergson only begins to conceive
of animal techniques as ethos. He does not follow this thread as far as he could, due
to what appears to be a firmly anthropological idea of technology (an individual
makes use of an instrument, be it organic or external to the individual itself).
However, Bergson also claims that intelligence imposes a form on abstract matter
through fabrication, whereas instinct treats matter as live and endowed with
intrinsic forms. I now want to amplify this idea of active alignment with matter,
of non-reifying and non-dominating affinity, in which matter itself is nothing but
another manner of self-organization43. In a living territory, the true subjects are
the material paths of variations. Individuals intrinsically tend to matter: their
aliveness turns back to the inorganic, as their existence knows no ontological
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distinction between social, vital, and inert.
German naturphilosopher Henrik Steffens already observed that insects fabricate
matter because the relations between themselves resemble those of some
material formations, such as coralline reefs and crystalline structures. Insect
productions like beehives and anthills can be seen as the materialization of
a world of meanings to which insects adhere. Semiotic communication, at this
level, entails the immersion in semantic regions governed by a logica materialis
whose primal element is material interaction44 . Here the sign is a map of mobile
correspondences: singing cicadas and grasshoppers form acoustic niches with
sympatric species to organize their communities45; ants build complex networks
of biochemical trails that mark the environment outside their colony in order to
collectively self-organize46; moths assemble following electromagnetic attractant
signals, their interactions made possible by a literal resonance47. Insects are
master communication technicians; communication is a territorial technique of
participatory nature. At an even earlier level, that of the selection of meanings,
there is no mediation between interpreter and referent, only a correspondence
between mutually adapting entities. Meanings are not represented as symbols, they
are directly participated. The conditions of interaction—namely the conditions of
meaning—correspond to the territory itself.
Biosemiotics shows us that insect techniques are epiphenomena of communicative
acts, and that communication and production of meanings are facts that pertain to
life itself. Unlike instruments (intended in a narrow sense), organs are essentially
navigational and non-objectified expressions of material-symbolical flows.
However, biosemiotics does not usually go so far as to recognize that life itself is
a behavior of matter (albeit very rare and peculiar). Following Bergson, we should
emphasize the fact that a territorial cohesion does not know distinctions between
organic and inorganic, subjects and objects, organisms and material world. In
certain cases, for instance, insects show surprising attitudes of “assimilation
to the surroundings”48. Behaviors such as mimicry, intimidation, disguise, and
camouflage, reveal that communication coincide with the emergence of an
underlying heterogeneous unity that captures the individuals as an impersonal
force. In those cases, by making an exhibition of itself, an individual becomes a
live object for anonymous spectators—very similarly to the cases in which humans
depose their identities in provisional structures of desire: in photographical or
theatrical relations, for instance, or in certain sexual relations. These are all forms
of individual detumescence and material dispossession that reveal a general
tendency of becoming things among other things, anonymous signs of the
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environment.
The swarm is another strategy of materialization of non-subjective meanings
through subjectification of the environment. A swarm is an environmental
behavior, in which portions of a territory creatively materialize. In a swarm of
marching locusts or nest building ants, a certain number of individuals produces
an emergent behavior that cannot be classified as either living or inert. A swarm
behaves more like a lava flow than like a living organism: i.e., like a heterogeneous
material that expresses a capacity for self-organization through non-linear
dynamics and far-from-equilibrium conditions49. Such a dynamic is clearly not
pre-determined nor oriented by a represented goal; it is instead “highly dependent
on the ‘white noise’ that nurtures creative processes” (Landeweerd 2021: 145).
Not only do insects live in a continuous world of matter: they can also act like live
matter. The porosity between organic and inorganic vitality is there to indicate
that our traditional idea of “matter” needs a root-and-branch revision, and
that life in general must be first of all distinguished from what is mechanic and
homogeneous. In Bergson’s own understanding of life, after all, the life/matter
duality is subsumed under the greater duality between the vital and the inert, the
living and the mechanic.
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